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Cbstract 

?he paper describes measurements of radio propagation at 2 and B GHD in urban 
environments in Fienna, Austria, and Ilmenau, Germany, and in a rural highway 
environment near SalDburg, Austria, taken with virtual and physical antenna arrays. 9ultiple 
antenna elements at both the base and the mobile stations permit, by estimation with 
superresolution algorithms, evaluation of directions-of-arrival and directions-of-departure. 

Le aim at a high-precision deterministic full M-D characteriDation of the mobile radio 
channel and succeed in yielding delay, aDimuth and elevation of individual multipath 
components. Comparison with site-maps will allow tracking up to third-order 
reflections/scattering, thus Puestioning the applicability of the popular single-bounce models 
for mobile radio propagation.  

Le introduce a global measure, the multipath component separation, to describe how well 
an environment lends itself to smart antenna application. 

?he channel-state knowledge at the receiver alone, or both at the receiver and the 
transmitter, bears great impact on the achievable capacity of the current 9I9Q (multiple-
input multiple-outputS systems. Qur approach to measurement and evaluation forms a solid 
basis for the calculation of the 9I9Q capacity in specific environments.  
 
Motivation 

Le have three motives for carrying out double-directional radio channel measurementsT 
First, a highly precise characteriDation of the mobile radio channel becomes available when 
this type of measurements is combined with high-resolution parametric methods. Le eUpect 
answers to Puestions likeT is reflection, diffraction or scattering the dominant propagation 
mechanism in urban or office environmentsV Lhat is more importantT over-the-roof or 
around-the-corner propagationV Comparison with maps will show that up to third-order 
reflections/scattering can be traced, a result that seriously Puestions the applicability of the 
popular single-bounce models in mobile radio propagation. ?he results will benefit the 
improvement of ray-tracing algorithms and site-specific network planning. 

Second, knowledge of the double-directional radio channel is a prerePuisite to eUploit the 
highly current 9I9Q (multiple-input multiple-outputS systems, proposed to enhance the 
transmission capacity of radio links by orders of magnitude. Lhereas a number of interesting 
theoretical 9I9Q channel models have been put forward recently, very few measurements 
accurately describing these channels have been published. In fading channels, the WcapacityW 
itself becomes a random variable (instantaneous capacityS. Determining its distribution and 
related Puantities (outage capacityS might rePuire measurements of many realiDations in one 
and the same environment. Le would like to characteriDe the environment by a single 
measurement run, and independently of the ePuipment used for the measurement (including 
the antenna arrays itselfS. 

?hird, a more far-reaching goal is site-specific deployment of radio systems, based on an 
initial double-directional measurement. Xust imagine the considerable savings in transmitted 
power and in system self-interference by transmitting only in the directions where one can be 



sure that the signal will be actually received, but will not interfere other mobiles in the cell or 
system. 
 
!eterministic or stochastic channel modelsR 

Propagation is at the heart of radio communications. It sets the ultimate limits for the 
transmission speed and throughput of any system built upon radio. Given the obvious 
attractiveness of mobile radio on one hand, and the compleUity of the radio channel on the 
other, it is clear that good propagation models for electromagnetic waves are needed for both 
the development and the deployment of the novel 9I9Q systems envisaged. ?hese systems 
have multiple antennas at each end of the link, i.e. at the receive and the transmit side. 
Ideally, independent, orthogonal data transmission channels are set up between the individual 
antenna elements to maUimiDe transmission capacity.  

Stochastic channel models are state of the art for system design and for testing of 
terminals. ?heir implementation must be simple and allow fast simulation of systems or part 
of systems (e.g. receiver algorithmsS. Lhatever environments, situations and fields of 
application of a system have been included in the miU for the stochastic channel model, the 
choice of this miU will influence the statistics. Using such a stochastic channel model in 
system optimisation yields a system that is optimum on average. 'ut in a specific 
environment, the system will not be optimal, unless it eUploits the properties of this very 
specific environment. Le will show that, for 9I9Q systems, we can supply full knowledge 
of the main propagation paths determined by the environment.  

Le do not denounce stochastic channel models in general. Such models have been 
proposed by  e.g. Pa[usco \1] for directional channels,  '^lcskei et al. \2] and 'ach Andersen 
\M] for 9I9Q channels. ?hey rely on such concepts as angular spread as seen from the 
antenna arrays. Scatterers are assumed numerous and randomly distributed. Qur deterministic 
approach to the description of a specific environment, where double-directional channel 
measurements have been carried out, is only the basis for further stochastic considerations. 
Qne note of caution toward supporters of stochastic channel modelling, however, is in place 
right nowT ?he popular assumption of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (LSS-
USS \_] will fail most probably in directional channel models \B]. ?he assumption of an 
infinite number of scatterers is difficult to [ustify for each delay bin considered \`], but is 
usually not Puestioned any further. ?he situation is aggravated if we switch to directional 
stochastic channel modelsT there should be a large number of scatterers in each direction 
given by a certain value of aDimuth and elevation, for each delay bin. ?his is unrealistic. Lith 
increasing angular resolution, the number of scatterers per delay-angle bin will become 
smaller and smaller, and eventually a single multipath component will remain. Figure 1 
illustrates this situation. It shows a modification of the channel model Fehicular A that I?U 
recommended for I9? 2000 candidate system evaluation \7], where Pa[usco eUtended it to 
include a spatial component \1]. 
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Figure 1T Fehicular A channel model for I9? 2000 evaluation, modified by spatial 

component. Scatterer positions follow from single-scattering assumption 
 
The double'directional concept 

Figure 2 is a schematic of the double-directional channel concept. Here, we distinguish 
between a radio channel (no directionalityS and a double-directional propagation channel, 
which eUcludes the antennas. In between lies the (single-Sdirectional channel incorporating 
one antenna array, as it has been known for some time. ?he notation of the double directional 
channel representation, and how it is different from simpler ones, will now be eUplained. 
 

 
Figure 2T Double-directional channel definitions 

 
A radio channel is usually described by compleU impulse responses (CIcsS as a function 

of the signal delay τ. ?he non-directional CIc h(τS is the angle integrated directional CIc h(τ, 
φcS 
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which in turn is the angle integrated double-directional channel impulse response CIc h(τ, 
φc, φ?S, 
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?he cd antenna system collects components from all directions, weighting them with the 
compleU antenna pattern gc(φc S, and thus integrates over the respective angular domain. ?he 
?d antenna system distributes the signal-energy into the desired DQDs. Falid DQDs are 
selected from all possible directions offered by the double-directional channel for the specific 
propagation situation. 



?he double-directional channel makes visible all resolvable propagation paths between the 
transmitter and the receiver sites. Each path is parameterised by its eUcess delay τ, weighted 
with the proper compleU amplitude i[

ieH φ , and each DQD is connected to the corresponding 
DQA,  
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Measurement set'up 

?he measurement set-up comprised a channel sounder and two antenna arrays at the cd 
and ?d site (Figure MS. Le used a cUSf A?9 channel sounder manufactured by 9EDAF 
in Germany \g]T It features 120 9HD instantaneous bandwidth and was operated at either 2 
GHD or B.2 GHD. ?he receive antenna array was a uniform linear array (UeAS with 9ch g 
elements half-wavelength spaced. EUcept for two eUtra, outermost elements, which served as 
dummies, each element was consecutively multipleUed to the single receiver train. At the 
transmitter side, a virtual cross-array with an omnidirectional monopole antenna eUcited the 
static channels (or a circular array on the fast-moving ?dS. ?he sounder controlled the 
position of the vertically polariDed monopole with d-i-stepping motors via a serial cS2M2 
interface. ceceive multipleUing avoids the cumbersome and difficult calibration of multi-
channel sounders and took only milliseconds. ?he choice of antennas is not straight-forward. 
Lhile the virtual array at one end eliminates the necessity of antenna array calibration (no 
mutual-coupling matriU is neededjS, and facilitates arbitrary array configuration, the slow 
mechanical ?d multipleUing rePuires the channel not to change noticeably during the whole 
measurement period. ?herefore, we limited the number of positions on the cross array to 9?h 
2Ugh1` or used 9?h g linearly aligned positions. If operated, the cross array does away with 
forward-backward ambiguity. ?he monopole offers an unobstructed omnidirectional field of 
view for DQDs, as would an ordinary 9S antenna. ?he 2D eUtension of the ?d array allows 
data eUtraction both in aDimuth and elevation. ?he UeA at the receiver did limit the field of 
view for DQAs to some 120k, but this is not so restrictive as operative base stations ('SsS are 
sectoriDed anyway. 
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Figure 3: Measurement set-up 

 



Estimation of !TCs and !T!s 

?he raw data consist of Mt×Mf×MT×M3 cross-multipleUed impulse responses. 9t is the 
number of snapshots, Mf the number of frePuency samples across the 120 9HD bandwidth to 
obtain the averaged impulse response (see Fig. 10S. ?hese data were post-processed in 
several waysT by parametric estimation with Unitary ESPcI? \l] or by the conditional 
maUimum-likelihood method (see subsection on high-speed mobilesS. Unitary ESPcI? has 
proven its suitability for high-resolution DQA studies at the mobile station \10], \11] and at 
the base station \12, 1M]. ESPcI? is based on a singular-value decomposition of the data 
matriU to arrive at its principal components that reveal the underlying signal space. It is a true 
superresolution algorithm, so the number of antenna elements does not limit the angular 
resolution per se. 'ut the number of antenna elements does limit the number of resolvable 
multipath components. Lhen the numbers MT  or M3 are small, as in our case, estimation 
robustness might suffer. Lideband processing compensates this shortcoming. Noise is 
suppressed inherently by choosing a model order less than the amount of samples. 
 
Model order 

Correct choice of the model order is crucial for the proper functioning of superresolution 
estimation by a subspace-based method such as ESPcI? \1_] if the model order is not 
identified [ointly within the parametric method \1B]. If all incoming signals are uncorrelated, 
then their number is ePual to the correct model order. If some signals are fully correlated, i.e. 
the associated wavefronts are fully coherent, then the signal space degenerates. A popular 
work-around is spatial smoothing \1`].  'ased on uncorrelated signals, we investigated 
several approaches for model order selection \17, 1g, 1l]. 9ost approaches return the model 
order correctly, provided the SNc is larger than 0 d'.  
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Figure _T 9odel order error versus SNc (simulationT 9h10 antennas, ehB incoming signalsS 

 
Actually, the channel sounder measures, instead of impulse responses, transfer functions 

with typically up to 2B` frePuency samples for wideband characterisation. Lhen we measure 
static scenarios we eUpect all parameters to be constant with time. For each propagation 
situation, we checked this and discarded measurements with Dopler frePuencies other than 
Dero. 'y taking Mfh1l2 samples of the compleU transfer function, for each of the MT antenna 



positions times M3 cd antenna elements, we obtained a data set large enough to yield 
reliable estimates by virtue of spatial smoothing. 

For the actual DQD and DQA eUtraction from the direct-data matriU, we devised two 
methods. ?he first one \20], \21] applies 1D Unitary ESPcI? sePuentially in nested loops.  

 
Figure BT. Serial delay, DQA, and DQD estimation 

After Doppler filtering to eliminate the possible influence of moving scatterers, 
propagation delay is estimated first. Delays are estimated by Unitary ESPcI? directly from 
the measured transfer function, as opposed to the impulse response that is obtained via 
windowing and  Fourier transform. ?he associated 9PC weights at each delay were obtained 
by beamforming with the pseudo-inverse +

τA of the delay steering matriU,  

fTh
!!
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where τh
!

 is the impulse response and fT
!

 is a vector containing the regularly spaced 
frePuency samples. ?hen, DQA estimation is donen then similar beamforming to get the 
compleU amplitudes of the wavesn then DQD estimation and beamforming again. Correct 
pairing of parameters from concomitantly processed dimensions is established via these 
beamforming steps.  

?he second, more elegant method, eUploits the shift-invariance, being the key to ESPcI?, 
in parallel over the different spatial and other domains (Fig. BS \22]. 'y this procedure, the 
DQAs and DQDs are automatically paired. 

 

 
Figure `T Xoint delay, DQA, and DQD estimation 

 
?he multidimensional data matriU, properly stacked, can be fed into ESPcI? [ust like the 

one-dimensional data of usual measurements. Instead of the phase factors containing the 



desired multipath parameters, we now use an intermediate eigenvector matriU to reconstruct a 
stacked steering matriU. ?hereby, automatically combined parameters for all measured 
dimensions are obtained. ?he model order, in other approaches difficult to match over 
different dimensions, is also obtained in common for all dimensions. 
 
Multipath component separation 

?he reasons that the mobile radio channel is dispersive in the delay, Doppler and angular 
domains, the latter corresponding to spatial selectivity, are different path-lengths between cd 
and ?d sites, and position of scatterers/reflectors and their motion, respectively. So, all 
reasons for channel dispersion lie in the geometry of the wave propagation process, taking 
place via propagation paths. Evidently, path dispersion is generic for all kinds of dispersion. 
Following the double'directional channel concept, both the angles of arrival  at the cd and 
of departure at the ?d can be taken to separate individual multipath components. In this way, 
we are not limited to the assumption of single bounce by [ust one scatterer any more. 
cecently we have introduced two measures how to characteriDe the separability of multipath 
components, the 9CD and the 9CS \2M]. 

If we consider only the spread between any two individual multipath components in the 
angular domains (DQA and DQDS, then multipath component distance is 

22
T3 UUMC! ∆+∆= . (BS 

?he coordinates in this parameter space are the normaliDed Euclidian distance between 
two points on a unit circle characteriDing either the DQDs (!∆U?S or the DQAs (! ∆UcS. 
?he normaliDation is such that the maUimum of either coordinate is unity and its minimum is 
Dero (Fig. 7S.  

 
Figure 7T Definition of normaliDed angular separation 

 
A global measure for a specific environment under investigation is the multipath 

component separation (9CSS, being the power-weighted mean of all individual 9CDs, 
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?he cross-power lklk PPP =,  of paths k,l restricts the influence of low-power paths. Note 
that the sum can be eUtended over all multipath components (9PCsS since the k-th 
component has no contribution (9CDk,k h0S. ?he higher the power of the paths to be 
separated the larger the 9CS. 



Figure g shows the ccdf of the 9CD for a sample scenario with [ust two pathsT at Position 
' there is large 9CD and at Position A there is low 9CD. ?he two-dimensional 9CD we 
defined before is the sPuared sum of these, 9CDA and 9CD'. 
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Figure gT Simplified sample scenario with two ePuipowered  paths to  

demonstrate multipath component distance and separation 
 

?he features of the 9CS are iS it is system-independent and as such appropriate to 
characteriDe different environments for a variety of candidate systemsn iiS it can be eUtended 
to account for several dimensions. First, the elevation would be interesting in a scenario in 
which the 9PCs arrive from angles with elevation other than Dero (\11]S. Further eUtensions 
include separation of 9PCs in delay \2M], or, in a highly dynamic scenario, the Doppler shift 
as further coordinates in the parameter space of 9CDn iiiS it combines the spreading in all 
considered physical dimensions into one single figure-of-merit. 
 

?he 9CS tells us whether there are many dominant multipath components available at 
either end of the link that are useful to look at individually. A word of caution is in place if 
we want to use delay and/or Doppler as a parameter to separate 9PCs. As we will show in 
the neUt paragraph, delay is suitable to separate two 9PCs impinging via the same DQA, but 
it is actually their different DQDs that increase 9I9Q data transmission capacity \2_]. 

An interesting use of the 9CS would be answering the Puestion whether it is more useful 
to opt for beamforming or diversity processing. If we have only one array at our disposal, the 
9CDs will have no contribution from the other (omni-directionalS site. ?he corresponding 
9CS then tells where to put the array o at the location with the higher value of this 9CS.  In 
an actual deployment of a 9I9Q system, the ([ointS multipath component separation 9CS 
helps in estimating the performance that will be achieved. Note, that from the viewpoint of 
9CS, the measured positions of cd and ?d antenna arrays as potential 'S and UE sites are 
important, but not whether you place, in the measurement, ?d or cd there.  

Do the measurement results give information on 9I9Q capacityV Not directly, because 
our measurements yield a single realiDation of the stochastic channel at each site. 'ut to 
make predictions about 9I9Q channel capacity one can proceed as outlined in \2B]T ?o 
obtain different realiDations of the channel one can ascribe a random phase to each multipath 
component. ?his phase is chosen independent for each multipath component, but completely 
correlated for all antenna elements. cepeating the procedure with different phases for the 
multipath components gives an ensemble of channel and capacity realiDations. 
 



0ample results 
Le will now show a double-directional  measurement in an office environment (NeQSS in 

Fienna, Austria, at 2 GHD, and in an open yard (eQSS in Ilmenau, Germany, at B.2 GHD. 
 

 τ [ns] DOA [ °] DOD [ °] 
1st path 73,2 44 -11 
2nd path 82,5 32 147 
3rd path 95,4 31 -66 
4th path 113,2 40 170 

 

  
 

Figure lT Qffice environment in Fienna with the four strongest propagation paths. 
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Figure 10T Averaged impulse response in office environment 

 
?he office (Figure lS was furnished with predominantly wooden furniture. ?he outer walls 

were heavy brick, the inner walls plaster board with low attenuation. ?he measured and 
averaged impulse response is shown in Figure 10 as a continuous blue line.  

?he seemingly high dynamic range is a consePuence of the averaging. ?he red circles are 
estimates of the incident waves (9PCsS at the receiver. Although the basic data are the same, 
the eUcellent agreement of measured and estimated 9PCs is not self-evident. Coming back to 
Figure l, we have included the four strongest paths and their most probable traces. ?here are 
at least two reflections/scatterings between ?d and cd.  



 

  
Figure 11T Qpen yard Figure 12T ?op view of open yard 
 

Figure 11 gives an impression of the open yard in Ilmenau, where the BGHD 
measurements were taken. In the left-hand foreground there is the receive array, in the right-
hand foreground the channel sounder. ?he ?d antenna and the absorber to shield it from the 
metal structure of the U-y-table can be seen in the background. A map of this environment is 
shown in Figure 12, the impulse response in Figure 1M. 

 

 
Figure 1MT Averaged impulse response in open yard 

  
?he strongest path by far (the length of the DQAs and DQDs in Figure 1M are scaled in 

d'S, is the eQS line-of-sight path, as could be eUpected. Interestingly, there are many other 
paths, probably a consePuence of the many scatterers and trees around, but we could not trace 
them unambiguously. Still, in Figure 1M they come out clearly and distinctly. 
 
Measurements for high'speed mobiles 

So far, all the channels that we have described were stationary. In fact, this was a 
consePuence of our using a virtual linear or planar array at one end of the radio link. ?o 
demonstrate that stationarity is not an inherent limitation of the double-directional 
measurement approach, we performed a trial that focused on the time-variance introduced by 
a mobile station moving at high speed. In this trial, the double-directional channel parameters 



for the arrival- and departure angles were estimated using, at the ?d, a 1B-element uniform 
circular array of monopoles mounted on a ground plane (Fig. 1_S on top of a car driving at 
1`0 km/h (pUCA-1Bq, spacing 0._M wavelengthS.  

 
Fig. 1_T Circular antenna array for high-speed measurements 

 
?he cd used the uniform linear array of g patch elements already mentioned (pUeA-gq, 

spacing 0.B wavelengthS, and was at a fiUed position. ?he individual channel transfer 
functions between all 1BUg pairs of transmitting and receiving antenna elements are 
measured in a total bandwidth of 120 9HD. 

?he DQAs and DQDs are estimated by a Conditional 9aUimum-eikelihood Estimator 
(C9eES. ?his choice of algorithm is motivated by the effective pspiralq geometry of the 
moving uniform circular array. ?he circular array moves during the time-multipleUed 
measurements of the individual transfer functions associated with pairs of transmit and 
receive elements. ?he effective array geometry is deformed from the ideal circle to a spiral. 
Numerically efficient estimators (e.g. ESPcI?, coot-9USICS based on algebraic methods 
are not known to the authors for this type of geometry.  Algorithms which can cope with 
arbitrary element positions rely on search techniPues. ?he C9eE is one of the simplest to 
implement and has considerably lower numerical compleUity than the 9aUimum-eikelihood 
Estimator (9eES for several wavefronts carrying stochastic signals. For further details, we 
refer to \2`]. 

eet Hk be the observed channel transfer matrices for several snapshots k h1,r, X at a 
selected delay-bin τ. Further, the two transmitter- and receiver-side covariance matrices are 
estimated via the usual sample-averages 
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eet dT(φTS and d3(φ3S denote the steering vectors of the transmitter- and receiver-side, 
respectively, where φT is the DQD and φ3 is the DQA. ?hese steering vectors span the signal 
spaces on both sides of the multiple-input, multiple-out mobile radio channel. eet the 
pro[ection matrices of the associated signal spaces be denoted by PT(θθθθTS and P3(θθθθ3S. Here, we 
have defined the DQD parameter vector θθθθT of dimension 0 which contains the 0 distinct 
DQDs, and analogously for the DQAs in θθθθ3. 
 

Finally, the conditional log-likelihood function for the DQDs can be formulated as 

],sS!(logtr\S!( TTTTTZ CP ⊥−=  (gS 



where (.S⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement, i.e. 

S.(S( TTTT !PI!P −=⊥
 (lS 

?he conditional log-likelihood function Z3(θθθθ3S for the DQAs in θθθθ3 takes the same form 
with all subscripts pTq replaced by p3q. ?he goal functions Z3(θθθθ3S and ZT(θθθθTS can be 
maUimiDed in an iterative way \27]T ?his is eUplained in the following for the DQD only. In a 
first step, we assume that only one path is presentT dim(θθθθT

(1SSh1. Le do a global grid search 
over all φT. Having found the maUimiDer φT (1S of ZT(θθθθTS, we set θθθθT (1S  h (φT (1SS.  Le proceed 
by null-pro[ection the associated signal estimate, 

.S(sS(u ⊥⊥= TTTTTT !PC!PC  (10S 

NeUt, we assume that eUactly two paths are present, dim(θθθθT
(2SSh2, and a global grid search 

over all DQDs    φT (2S is carried out with fiUed θθθθT (1S .  Having obtained two DQD estimates 
for these two paths by independent global search runs, we need to refine these by a 
subsePuent [oint optimiDation. Here, it suffices to use a few steps of a local optimiDation 
procedure. For the purposes of this paper, we used the 'FGS-algorithm which is named after 
'royden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno. 
 
Estimation results from the C9eE are shown in Figure 1B.  

 
 Fig. 1BT Delay, DQA, and DQD of the identified paths over time in seconds 

 
At the top of Figure 1B, the estimated path delays between transmitting car and receiving 
array are shown over time.  In the middle, the DQA estimates at the linear array are shown 
over time as the car moves at approUimately 1`0 km/h past the receiving array. Several 
arrivals can be identified. At the bottom, the estimates for DoD at the circular array are 
shownT a clear tra[ectory of the DoDs is visible.  
 
!iscussion 

It has become customary to establish 9I9Q capacity by eigenvalue decomposition of the 
channel matriU \2g]. For analysis, this method gives a good impression about the achievable 
ergodic capacity. However, the number and the arrangement of the ?d and cd antennas 



enter critically in the analysis. EUtrapolation to other antenna systems is not straight-forward, 
because the antennas are an integral part of the 9I9Q system under scrutiny. In our double-
directional approach, the antennas are not part of the propagation channel, so the result is 
independent of the number, arrangement, etc of the antennas used. So, for synthesis, and for 
roll-out of a 9I9Q system or a smart antenna use double-directional measurements instead. 
?hen you have the most detailed information at hand about the environment where you want 
to deploy the system. Such initial double-directional (DDS measurements will also aid in 
assessing where to place eUactly a smart antenna for optimum benefit. 9I9Q systems can 
enhance transmission capacity, but they also can provide diversity of high order \2l]. A DD 
measurement will tell you whether to eUpect either or bothT when the 9CS is large, 
beamforming, e.g., can be used to boost capacity, when the 9CS is small, you might benefit 
mostly from diversity. 

Le envisage a site-specific deployment of smart antennas and 9I9Q systems. Smart 
antennas are employed, among other reasons, for their capability to reduce interference. As 
the directions of departure are more or less discrete, our approach opens an interesting new 
possibility to improve system performance. Send only in the DQDs that lead to valid DQAsj 
Qtherwise your costly power will not reach the receiver anyway and you will waste it. 
Furthermore, if you design your radio links such that power is not spilled in any arbitrary 
direction where it will contribute to interference power, system SINc will be improved. ?his 
relieves the burden upon the receivers to suppress interference. 

?o install a 9I9Q system, you will have antenna arrays available at both link ends anyway. 
Le envisage an initial test measurement of the kind described in this paper, to obtain the 
main propagation directions. Qnce you have those determined, then shaping your beam 
pattern accordingly is a task well known to antenna engineers. In his doctoral dissertation 
\M0], Xochen Hammerschmidt has recently taken up this issue again and shown, how easily, 
albeit effectively, multiple beams can be formed by a few antenna elements via grating lobes 
utiliDed in smart antenna designs. 
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